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t> This paper describes an intelligent data retrieval system, designed for the 
Epidemiological Observatory of Emilia Romagna, named IDEA. This sys- 
tem is an attempt o formalize the interaction between the data logical view 
and its real physical organization in databases. The formalization chosen 
comes from expert-system knowledge representation technology, following 
an approach similar to McClay. Its implementation has been realized using 
an object-oriented library of SICStus Prolog and the APPEAL program- 
ming environment. The resulting system can be seen as the basic compo- 
nent of a general-purpose d cision support system, whose development is
foreseen in the near future. 
1. THE PROBLEM:  INFORMATION OVERLOADING 
Public health-care management in Italy is decentralized to regional governments. 
The health ministry of each region is responsible for making decisions on resource 
allocation and fund spending for the different health units (called USL) of its ter- 
ritory. Funds, however, are allocated by the central government in Rome, which 
requires annual reports on the quality of the health care provided. 
The Government of Emilia Romagna, one of the most advanced in Italy [12], has 
created a special purpose task force, the Epidemiological Observatory (OER) to 
continuously monitor the effectiveness of regional health policies. OER is a unit of 
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F IGURE 1. Will the 0ER epidemiologist complete her report in time? 
research and development on health information systems and health services plan- 
ning. It is, at the moment, the most important support for the regional planning of 
health services (resources, technology, location) and for the development of quality 
assurance regional programs, including the production of quality reports for the 
national government. In this respect OER is the management leader in the health 
information system sector in Emilia Romagna. 
To monitor health services, OER has made available population data (structured 
by age, sex, residence, etc.), mortality data (with causes of death), environmental 
data (on water and atmosphere pollution, presence of risk factors, etc.), mobility 
data (infectious diseases, AIDS, cancer, diabetes, nephropathies), hospital discharge 
data (for which there exists a recommended European minimum basis data set), 
drug prescription data, costs for activities data, emergency and primary care data, 
technology diffusion, and utilization data. 
The databases containing these data are typically produced by a number of dif- 
ferent national and regional organizations, often using heterogeneous codification 
criteria and DBMS. To cope with this heterogeneity, OER is divided into several 
subunits, each managing and performing analysis on a different database. A carica- 
ture of the OER organization is shown in Figure 1. Professionally, people working 
in the subunits tend to be statisticians or information system experts, since they 
need to know the details of the database with which they compute. 
On the other hand, a central management unit has the task to collect all the 
database-specific reports produced by each subunit and to produce integrated 
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epidemiological reports for the Health Minister, often by hand, or using simple 
PC spreadsheet programs. This unit is composed of epidemiologists with degrees 
in medicine and very little informatics experience. 
There are clearly several problems with this approach, the most relevant to OER 
being the impossibility of computing any kind of statistical indicator which requires 
data from two or more heterogeneous data sources. Other problems concern the 
difficulty of relating and comparing results which may be computed from completely 
different data codification, aggregation, or computation criteria. 
In the spring of 1992 OER contacted us to ask for a possible solution to their 
database integration problem. With them, we developed a project plan, which was 
approved by the regional offices at the end of 1992. In January 1993 the project 
IDEA officially started. The first prototype was ready by the summer of 1993, while 
the first operational version, interfacing a core set of databases, was delivered in 
December 1993. Since the beginning of 1994, OER epidemiologists have been using 
the system, while at DS logics we have been incrementally adding new databases 
to the interface, improving user-interface operability, fixing errors, etc. The project 
is scheduled to be completed by the end of the year. However, OER is already 
considering the addition of a new functionality to IDEA--an expert consultation 
system, to help epidemiologists analyze the results of the statistical computations, 
to focus on problems, suggest possible xplanations, and simulate and test proposed 
solutions. 
2. THE SOLUTION:  INTELL IGENT INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 
The primary goal of IDEA is to help the OER epidemiologist in Figure 1. The 
solution is based on three key facts: 
• An OER epidemiologist's logical data view has no relationship with the way 
data are stored in the databases. 
• It is feasible for an intelligent inference agent o translate an epidemiologist's 
request for data into appropriate database queries and vice versa. 
• Owing to Prolog and object-oriented programming, it is affordable to effi- 
ciently implement this agent. 
IDEA's architecture is structured around these ideas. It maintains the inde- 
pendence between knowledge about the application domain that we call logical 
knowledge and knowledge about available data and DBMS access methods that 
we call physical knowledge. A computation is an inference process that answers a 
specific user's query. This process finds a set of appropriate databases to satisfy 
the query, translates information from the logical data view of the knowledge bases 
into the corresponding information in the data dictionary, generates the appropri- 
ate SQL queries, and finally performs the required operations, either directly or 
delegating them to the appropriate DBMS. Figure 2 shows the different software 
components that participate in this process, using an "illuminating" architectural 
metaphor. 
The epidemiologist can "switch on" IDEA by launching a query through the 
input  graphica l  interface. If the data required by the query are already stored in 
the in terna l  database  (the battery of the lamp), the data  d ic t ionary  immediatly 
passes this information to the knowledge bases (the light bulb filaments), which 
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F IGURE 2. IDEA architecture: an illuminating light bulb. 
transform these raw data (the electrical current) into epidemiological information 
(light!). At this point, the output  interface nlightens the epidemiologist's room 
with computational results. 
Otherwise, if the internal battery is discharged (does not hold the required ata), 
IDEA starts its battery charger (the remote  query  processor), which "plugs" 
into the network to obtain data from the appropriate databases. Once data arrive 
from the network, they are temporarily stored in the internal database (the battery 
gets recharged) and the computation proceeds as before. 
The core part of IDEA is the knowledge bases. They define the high-level, 
logicM views of computable objects, as well as the inference rules required to trans- 
form raw data into these epidemiological views. We distinguish between two types 
of object representations: variables, which are logical descriptions of tuples directly 
obtainable from one of the databases, and indicators, which are tuples obtained as 
operational combinations ofone or more variables, eventually produced by different 
databases. 
It is unfortunate that this terminology is slightly confusing for a logic program- 
ming application. It should be clear that what we call a variable in IDEA is not a 
logical variable, but rather the equivalent of a record data structure of conventionM 
programming languages. The same holds for indicators. The nonstandard termi- 
nology used in IDEA is inherited from the OER's epidemiologists, who started the 
project. 
Just as records have fields, variables (and indicators) are qualified by attributes, 
whose values select the variable (or indicator) values during a computation. The 
difference between variables and attributes is only logical: in the databases they 
may both correspond to fields of a relation or to some aggregation of fields. 
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The knowledge bases also include the operational knowledge needed to implement 
statistical operators. Operational knowledge is completely independent from the 
application domain, except for possible constraints that some applications may 
require on some operations. 
The user interacts with the knowledge bases using a set of intelligent tools, which 
form the input interface of the system. A knowledge base browser is used to display 
in a tree-like shape the relationships between different elements of the knowledge 
bases. This browser is the higher level of the presentation i terface. It allows one to 
call the other interface tools, which act on specific objects, rather than on the whole 
knowledge base. The query editor is an interactive, configurable tool that reads in- 
formation from the knowledge bases and sets up a consistent, general-purpose input 
mask for querying values of IDEA variables and indicators. The conditions to be 
satisfied by the answer to the query are attribute values that can be specified in 
the fields of this mask. The indicator editor is an error-proof syntax-directed itor 
used to modify and insert new indicators into IDEA's knowledge bases. 
To obtain data from the databases, the knowledge base delegates appropriately 
formated queries to the data  d ict ionary,  which maps a logical description into 
the database procedures required to compute it. The details of database access 
procedures and data codifications are completely handled at this level, so as to make 
them transparent to the knowledge bases. Each element of the data dictionary is 
the representation f a database, providing one or more views of the database fields 
and relations. Each view corresponds to an IDEA variable. 
A data dictionary element implements each one of these views by dynamically 
mapping logical constraints represented by attribute values into different SQL 
queries. These mappings are often fairly complex and may involve translations of 
codifications, aggregations of fields, and aggregation of results produced by query- 
ing different databases. 
The communication with the remote database systems is managed by a server 
module called the remote  query  processor.  This module accepts an SQL query 
from the data dictionary, sends it to the appropriate remote system, waits for 
the solution, and caches the results of the query into a temporary relation of the 
in terna l  database.  
This database is used to temporarily store object values. More precisely, it caches 
final computation results (indicator values) to efficiently organize different output 
presentations. It caches raw data tables returned by the remote query processor 
(variable values) to avoid recomputing remote queries already solved. It stores 
attribute codifications and values that are used to validate requested or computed 
attribute values, and to efficiently aggregate data tables, using SQL. 
At the end of the system, the output  inter face allows one to organize the pre- 
sentation of the results of a computation. An output panel allows one to graphically 
select he desired type of output and organization of results and to activate objects 
belonging to the v isual izat ion package. These include a set of report tools, rang- 
ing from simple lists and tables of values to graphical histograms, function plots, 
and maps. Maps, which are the most complex output tool, are customized using a 
map conf igurat ion  panel. 
The object-oriented formalization chosen in IDEA comes from expert-system 
knowledge representation technology, following an approach similar to [8]. McClay's 
formalization however, is more complex since his system attempts to treat different 
knowledge domains within one comprehensive query system. 
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Another project which followed an object-oriented logic programming approach 
to deal with large data bases in a knowledge-based environment is the integrated 
database project for the Human Genome Project [1], developed at Argonne National 
Laboratory [7]. The main difference between the Argonne project and IDEA is that 
in our solution the remote databases could not be integrated into one local object- 
oriented atabase. The object-oriented structure in IDEA is only a logical data 
view; the real data are all stored using traditional data base management systems. 
This was an unavoidable choice for us because it was one of the system requirements, 
and a sensible one we thought, since epidemiological databases change in time. 
Another difference between the two projects is their user target. The Argonne 
project was designed mainly for university researchers who could handle character- 
oriented queries. In IDEA, as Section 5 explains, considerable effort was dedicated 
to developing a graphical user interface to encourage the use of the system among 
non-computer-expert users. 
3. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES 
The architecture we designed lead quite naturally to an object-oriented implemen- 
tation. Objects allowed us a concise structural representation f IDEA domain 
knowledge and of the main relationships among epidemiological entities. Further- 
more, using an object-oriented language we were able to construct prototypes of 
given classes of objects, for example, an indicator. We then defined new objects in 
that class by a simple and concise definition-by-specialization technique. 
In IDEA, however, object-oriented facilities alone were not adequate to express 
the functionalities of the "intelligent" parts of the system behavior. A language 
without any sort of inference ngine is ill-suited to represent domain-dependent 
inference rules and reasoning strategies and it was definitely out of question given 
the budget OER was able to put on the project. 
In the context of knowledge representation la guages, objects are often identified 
with the notion of frames, following [9]. Indeed, frames are the key structuring 
device in most of the commercially available knowledge base management systems 
[4, 6]. Most of these systems integrate the frame paradigm with production rule 
languages to form hybrid representation facilities, cabaple of logic inference. 
Since logic inference plays a central role in IDEA, we decided that the most 
direct implementation f IDEA specification and architecture could be obtained by 
using a logic programming language like Prolog, augmented with object-oriented 
facilities necessary to correctly structure IDEA knowledge bases. Indeed Prolog has 
a well-understood perational nd declarative s mantics, which makes the semantics 
of IDEA reasoning rules clear and easy to debug. With Prolog we were able to 
use the same language to implement logical inferences as well as more standard 
computational parts. 
This last point is what mostly distinguishes a solution based on an object- 
oriented Prolog from the one adopted by standard KBM systems, which often need 
to resort to languages like Lisp or C to provide adequate computational facilities 
to their knowledge basis. 
IDEA is implemented in SICStus-Objects, an object-oriented library of SICStus 
Prolog [2] (see Appendix [10]) in conjunction with the APPEAL programming 
environment [3] for the user interface modules. 
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APPEAL contains a Prolog integrated language, called widget description lan- 
guage (WDL) (see Appendix 10), which provides a declarative way to specify, ma- 
nipulate, and combine X-window objects into complex structures, in addition to 
putting at the programmer's disposal full access to the functionalities of the X- 
Window system at the toolkit level [14]. 
Thanks to the large number of platforms upported by SICStus Prolog (and con- 
sequently by APPEAL), IDEA runs on any Unix system connected to an X-Window 
screen. The internal database used in the current implementation is INGRES. 
However, we envision no major difficulties in porting our Prolog/SQL interface to 
another elational database that supports tandard SQL. 
4. THE KNOWLEDGE BASES 
4.1. The Variable Knowledge Base 
Epidemiological variables and indicators are objects, the computation of whose 
values is one of IDEA's main tasks. These values are represented as tuples, whose 
first element is identified as the variable or indicator value and whose other elements 
represent attribute values. 
For example, a typical epidemiological variable is populat ion.  Its object repre- 
sentation, shown using SICStus Objects code below, specifies the variable output 
representation (output_defau l t ) ,  a method value used to compute its value, and 
a set of a t t r ibute  facts that define the attributes place, time, age, and sex, used 
to qualify the epidemiological variable: 
population(AttList) :: { 
super(variable) a 
name(population) 
output_default(hystogram, [time, place, sex, age]) 
value(Tuple) :- /* external interface */ 
self :: value(Tuple, []) 
value(Tuple,Inst) :- /* internal interface */ 
super <: value(httList, Tuple, Inst) 
value(Op, Tuple, Inst) :- /* Op is a statistical operator */ 
super <: value(AttList, Op, Tuple, Inst) 
/* attribute order name and type (granularity) */ 
attribute(i, place, city) 
attribute(2, age, year) 
attribute(B, sex, sex) 
attribute(4, time, year) 
}. 
where : : is themessagesending operator and <: isthemessage d legating operator. 
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The difference between the two operators [2] is that the first sets self to the recipient 
of the message, while the second leaves self unchanged (see Appendix 10). 
A value of the popu la t ion  epidemiological variable is a tuple that represents 
the number of people of a given age and sex who live in a given p lace at a given 
time. 
Epidemiological variables, as well as indicators, are computed by sending a value 
message to the corresponding object in the knowledge base. In SICStus Objects 
syntax, the query is the following: 
<variable_name>(AttList) :: value(Answer). 
where :: is the message sending operator. A t tL i s t  may contain input values for 
one or more of the epidemiological variable (indicator) attributes. No value specified 
for a given attribute means, by default, that that attribute does not constrain the 
value. In this case, the epidemiological variable (indicator) is computed for every 
known value of that attribute. 
The system task is to translate a value query into the corresponding SQL query 
for an appropriate database. This is done in two steps. The first step, performed by 
the variable knowledge base, translates the query into a complete logical description 
of the epidemiological variable, and finds an appropriate database to solve it. If 
the user has not explicitly selected a database, IDEA can backtrack over all the 
available databases that are capable of answering the requested query. The second 
step, performed by the data dictionary knowledge base (see Section 6), translates the 
logical query into SQL, according to the characteristics of the database it represents. 
The object popu lat ion  defines three methods to solve a value message. The 
first is the external interface to a user query. It just expands the cM1 with an extra 
parameter. This second argument of value, Inst ,  represents possible instantiations 
of attribute values resulting from IDEA internal calculations. The second method 
answers internal messages ent to the variable object by other knowledge bases. 
Finally, the third method answers a value message from the operator knowledge 
base. Normally computations are performed in Prolog. However, there are some 
cases in which an operator could be directly applied by the database on its raw 
data before returning the tuples to Prolog. The operator knowledge base recognizes 
such cases and uses the third value rule to send a message to an appropriate data 
dictionary element. 
The complete definition of value is inherited by the var iab le  object (super in 
the code). This object contains all the methods necessary to deal with epidemio- 
logical variables. Besides the value method (whose code we will show below), it 
has methods to check the feasibility of an epidemiological variable computation, 
and the availability of a database, to find such a database and to finally compute 
the epidemiological variable value by sending a message to the appropriate data 
dictionary object: 
value(AttList, Tuple, Inst) :- 
var(AttList), !, /* variable has no attribute 
values */ 
self :: name(Var), 
( Inst = [] -> <: process(Vat, Tuple) 
; <: process(Var,Inst, Tuple) 
)a  
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value([ListIRest], Tuple, Inst) :- !, /* variable has a list 
attribute values */ 
self : : name(Var), 
build_constraints([ListlRest],Inst, NewList), 
<: process( Var, NewList, Tuple) 
/* case I : variable has no attribute value constraints */ 
process(Variable, Tuple):- 
/* case 2 : variable has a list of attribute value constraints */ 
process(Variable, List, Tuple):- 
<: build at list(0, variable(Var), VarList), 
/* propagate attribute values */ 
:: inst_vars(List,VarList), 
append([Variable],VarList,ArgList), 
Term=.. [value i ArgList],!, 
<: find_value(Term), 
Tuple=..[Variable IVarList3 & 
/* case 3 : used to compute a statistical operator directly in 
SQL */ 
process(Var iab le ,  List, 0p, Tuple) "- 
find_value(Term) "- 
Term =.. [Functor,VariablelRest], 
/* check if a data dictionary element to compute the 
variable has already been found */ 
( recorded(Variable, Dato,_) -> true, ! 
; find dato(Variable, Dato) ), 
/* send the value message Term to the data 
dictionary element */ 
Dato :: Term 
The second value rule, which deals with the most general case, builds a new list 
of attribute values using the predicate bu i ld_const ra in ts .  In the epidemiological 
application, this predicate appends the list of external instantiations to the list of 
internal ones. The order is important. It means that external instantiations have a 
higher priority than internal ones. This may seem counterintuitive, but it is in fact 
necessary to solve some specific problems of epidemiological computations. Other 
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applications may change this priority by a simple modifications of the set of rules 
which implement bu i ld_const ra in ts .  
The third process  rule is used for optimization purposes. It corresponds to the 
third value rule shown in the popu lat ion  definition. 
Finally f ind_value returns in backtracking all the tuples answering the value 
message coded into Term. If the user has not explicitly selected a database, the 
f ind_dato predicate backtracks over all the possible databases that are capable of 
answering Term. 
Epidemiological variables are organized into hierarchies, ince there are epidemi- 
ological variables whose values can be obtained from a more primitive epidemiolog- 
ical variable by applying one of the available operators. For example, a population 
with only p lace and time attributes can clearly be obtained from the popu la t ion  
variable by a simple aggregation over the values of the other two attributes. 
4.2. Attribute Knowledge Base 
The attribute knowledge base is used during a computation to obtain information 
about attribute values and types. Attributes are described as logical objects, inde- 
pendent from their actual codification in the database relations. The translation 
between attribute logical representations and their corresponding database fields is 
performed by the data dictionary knowledge base. 
The values of an attribute are mostly numeric (for example, the value 1993 
for the type year of attribute time). Some are string constants taken from a 
defined set. Attribute types define different aggregation levels for an attribute. 
Different ypes for the same attribute may be related to one another by aggregation. 
For example, the value type of a p lace attribute can be c i ty ,hea l th -d i s t r i c t  
(us l ) ,  province,  or region. Clearly province data can be computed by grouping 
together c i ty  data belonging to the same province. In IDEA, an attribute type is 
known as its granularity. The SICStus Objects code for the p lace attribute is the 
following: 
place : : { 
7. attribute name 
name (place) 
'h parent object declaration 
super(attribute) & 
'/. available granularities 
granularity( [city, usl,province, region] ) 
'/. granularity compatibility 
gr_result(X,X,X) :- ! 
gr_result(city, usl, usl) & 
7, available output codifications 
output_type(city, [code, name]) & 
output_type (usl, [number] ) 
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used to estimate number of resulting tuples 
different_values(city, 341) 
different_values(usl, 41) 
internal database relation storing granularity correspondence 
granularity_relation(place_ingres_table) 
declaration of Ingres types 
ingres_type(city, integer) 
ingres_type(usl, integer) a 
for each granularity 
dynamic codifica/5 
attribute value codifications 
codify(place, city, name, 'PIACENZA', 33000) 
codify(place, city, code, 33000, 33000) 
codify(place, region, name, 'EMILIA ROMAGNA', 8) 
codify(place, region, code, 8, 8) 
. 
gr_resu l ts /3  defines the granularity of an epidemiological variable attribute 
resulting from a computation between epidemiological variables or indicators. For 
example, if the place granularity of morta l i ty  is usl  and the place granularity 
of population is city, then the place granularity of the rate between morta l i ty  
and population must be usl. 
The same attribute value can be expressed under different codifications. For ex- 
ample, p lace(c i ty  : bologna) represents he same information of p lace(c i ty  : 
37006). The attribute knowledge base implements a dictionary (a set of codify/5 
facts) to translate attribute values into and from a logical standard codification 
known to each object in knowledge bases. Through this standard codification all 
objects in the system can exchange information. 
The attribute values for every granularity are stored in the internal database. 
They get automatically inserted into the appropriate attribute knowledge base at 
compile time. This solution allows the Prolog code to be maintained independent 
from the codification values, which can be easily updated by the system adminis- 
trator, using standard atabase tools. 
4.3. The Indicator Knowledge Base 
An indicator is the result of an operation that generally combines data originat- 
ing from different databases. Its knowledge base must specify the epidemiological 
variables and the statistical or mathematical formula necessary to compute it. An 
example of indicator is the morta l i ty_rate of a population, computed by divid- 
ing the morta l i ty  variable (number of deaths) by the population variable. The 
indicator is qualified by the attributes place, age, sex, and time, which we have 
already seen for population, with the addition of cause, recording the cause of 
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death. Here isthe SICStus Objectsimp~mentation oftheepidemio~gical indicator 
mortality_rate: 
mortality_rate(Term) :: 
{ 
super(indicator) & 
name('Mortality Rate') & 
variables([mortality,population]) & 
output_default(table,[time, place, cause, age, sex]) 
value(Tuple) "- 
self :: value(Tuple, []) & 
va lue(Tup le , Ins t )  : -  
operator  :: va lue(mui r ( ra te (  
mor ta l i ty (Term) ,  
populat ion(Term) 
), 
), 
1000), Tuple l ,  Ins t ) ,  
Tuple l  =..  [ resu l t l L i s t ] ,  
Tuple =..  [mor ta l i ty_ ra te lL i s t ]  & 
attribute(l, place, city) & 
attribute(2, age, year) 
attribute(3, sex, sex) & 
attribute(4, time, year) & 
attribute(5, cause, ICD-IX) 
}. 
Each indicator sends the value messages it receives to the operator  object, which 
translates the message into a computable operation for the operator mult and then 
sends the translated message to this operator. 
The indicator knowledge base also implements a set of predicates called by the 
user interface to check the semantic orrectness of a query. Some of these predi- 
cates are general-purpose checks; others are strictly related to the epidemiological 
domain.  An example of a general-purpose mantic heck is the predicate check/3, 
which implements the compatibility of attribute types (granularity). In IDEA, this 
otherwise standard check is quite complex, since even a logically correct attribute 
granularity may not be computable from the available databases. For indicators, 
the semantic check must first determine the logical correctness of the specified 
granularities, tarting from the granularities of the epidemiological variables com- 
puting the indicator. Then it must verify the availability of such granularities in 
the connected atabases. 
This search is difficult, since the same epidemiological variable may be computed 
from different databases. For example, if an indicator is computed with three 
epidemiological variables and each of these by two databases, the algorithm must 
examine all eight possible combinations ofdatabases, to find the best one for solving 
the initial query. 
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Another interesting semantic predicate is check_tempo, used to check the com- 
patibility of data with respect o their temporal attributes. In epidemiology, in fact, 
it is possible to combine databases referring to different temporal data. For example 
the indicator mor ta l i ty_ ra te  in 1993 could be computed using mor ta l i ty  data 
of 1993 and populat ion data of a recent year, but not necessarily 1993. 
The check tempo algorithm determines, according to a set of epidemiological 
inference rules, the best available data from a temporal point of view. It is clearly 
a predicate strongly related to a specific application domain. 
4.4. The Operator Knowledge Base 
To conclude this section, we will briefly discuss the only domain-independent k owl- 
edge base of the system: the operator knowledge base. This knowledge base provides 
two important functionalities: the translation of the standard functional syntax, 
which describes mathematical nd statistical calculations, into Prolog predicates 
and the implementation f operators over qualified values, represented by epidemi- 
ological variable and indicator tuples. 
The result of applying an operator op, which takes as input two epidemiologi- 
cal variables (or two indicators) var l  and vat2, is a new epidemiological variable 
(indicator) var3. Its value is the result of applying op on the values of var l  and 
var2. Its set of attributes is the union of the set of attributes of var l  and vat2. 
For the operation to be meaningful, values of common attributes in var l  and var2 
must be the same, i.e., vat3 must satisfy the same constraints as var l  and var2. 
In general, operators are computed by sending a value message to the generic 
operator  object in the knowledge base. This object translates the functional- 
style syntax of a value query into the Prolog representation u derstood by single 
operators. Then it delivers the translated value query to the appropriate operator 
object (for example, div). The algorithm implemented by the general operator  
object first computes the value of the first operand, passing to this computation 
all external (input) constraints. It then computes the second operand using any 
constraint (attribute values) derived from the first computation. Finally it extracts 
the values from the two resulting tuples, applies the requested operator to these 
values, and produces a result tuple. 
5. THE INPUT INTERFACE 
An IDEA session begins by selecting an appropriate button of the IDEA main panel. 
The object browser (see Figure 3) is mapped on the screen. The browser offers a 
tree-shaped representation f the computable-object names. If the epidemiologist 
points to an object label and selects, by means of a pop-up menu, the query  option, 
the query editor for that object appears on the screen (see Figure 3). An editor 
instance is a domain-independent object, that is properly configured by consulting 
the IDEA knowledge bases. It looks like a partially filled input window that provides 
the user with indicator-related information. It is made of two main areas: 
The  ent ry  area: This part looks like a form that can be filled by the user. 
An entry field, a granularity label, a granularitd (granularities) button, and a 
valori (values) button are associated with each indicator attribute. Selecting 
the interroga (query) option and leaving the attribute input fields unfilled, 
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A query editor and an IDEA's object browser instance. 
the most general computation is performed, i.e., IDEA will compute an indi- 
cator value for each different combination of attribute values available for the 
selected granularity. The input fields allow the user to specify constraints on 
attribute values. Such constraints can reduce the number of computed tuples 
or can aggregate partial results in different ways. Selecting the granu lar i t~  
button, the user can see all the correct granularities for an attribute in a list 
widget and can switch to a different granularity with respect o the one shown 
in the granularity label. The selection of the valor i  button makes visible, in 
a list widget, all the possible values of an attribute granularity. The user can 
put values in the entry field by simply selecting values with the mouse and 
clicking the appropriate button. Furthermore, the user can specify complex 
attribute constraint configurations by using a simple syntax. For example, he 
can write Bologna, Modena, Bologua+Modena in the p lace  entry field and 
1990 in the t ime entry field. In this case, the indicator computation will pro- 
duce three tuples that represent the oldness rate in the year 1990 for Bologna, 
Modena, and Bologna and Modena together. 
The  user /sys tem in teract ion  par t :  This part, activated when the user runs 
an indicator computation, manages the conversation between the user and the 
system. It is made of an output text area where the system reports error mess- 
ages, correction hints, computational information, solution proposals, etc., and 
of a couple of buttons that are used to accept or refuse the system proposals. 
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Using the functionalities of WDL (see Appendix 10) it was very easy to realize 
the graphic object (widgets) structures of the query interface. In WDL, a hierarchy 
of widgets can be described as a single Prolog term for the predicate widget/2,  
called widget structure description term (WSDT). To show the expressiveness and 
compactness ofWDL, let us consider the following code fragment implementing the 
query editor's main widget: 
shel l  w idget  InsPo in t=queryWidget ( Id ,  IndName) "- 
Id = app l i ca t ionShe l l / [ input ( t rue) ,  w idth(500) ,  
- [ xmMainWindow 
- [ xmRowColnmn/ [ rowCo lumnType(menu_bar ) ]  
] 
]. 
...] 
- [ xmCascadeBut ton / [ labe lS t r ing( ' In ter roga ' ) ,  
ac t ivateCa l lback(g(query(Text ld ,  
IndName)) ) ] ,  
xmCascadeBut ton / [ labe lS t r ing( '0utput ' ) ,  ...] ... 
], 
I nsPo in t=xmForm,  
x~owColnmn 
- [ Text Id  = xmText / [he igh(100)  . . . .  ], 
xmPushBut ton / [ labe lS t r ing(  ' Si' ) . . . .  ], 
xmPushBut ton / [ labe lS t r ing(  ' No' ) . . . .  ] 
] 
The first argument of the infix predicate widget/2 is the atom shell  and it 
means that the widget is a top-level window widget. The second argument allows 
the definition of the widget name and of input and output parameters. In our case, 
queryWidget is the name of the widget, IndName is an input parameter while Id is 
an output variable returning the widget identifier. Moreover, the second argument 
defines the widget which is the insertion point of this window structure, in our case 
the form widget whose identifier is InsPoint .  The insertion point can be used to 
dynamically insert new widgets inside the form. 
The body of the WSDT describes the size and composition of the query editor 
window which contains a motif XmMainWindow.  Two XmRowColumn and 
a XmForm widgets are defined as XmMainWindow's  children. The first Xm-  
RowColumn contains the button widgets implementing the top menu of the query 
editor (see Figure 3). To each button is associated a Prolog goal which will be 
executed when the button is selected. For example, the goal query/2 is executed 
when the button in ter roga  is selected. The second XmRowColumn contains the 
message area and the "Si," "No" buttons. 
Widget programming techniques in WDL were presented in [13] and they are 
not the subject of this paper. However, it is worth pointing out how the WDL 
insertion point feature is used to customize the query editor at run time on the 
basis of the information stored in the knowledge bases. 
The query editor form is defined by two widgets: the general shell widget we 
described above (queryWidget) and a widget defining all the graphical objects 
related to an attribute description (at t r ibuteWidget) .  When the query editor for 
an indicator or variable is requested, the predicate d idea(<Ind icator  Name>) is 
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cal led,  ed idea /1  is imp lemented  as  fol lows: 
edidea(IndName) • - 
shell widget InsPoint=queryWidget(Id, IndName), Y. WDL call 
assert(IndName, Id), Y. Prolog 
IndName :: attribute(AttrName, GranMin), Y, SICStus Objects call 
InsPoint widget attributeWidget (Aid, AttrName, GranMin), 
~, WDL call 
fail. 
edidea(IndName) • - 
retract(IndName, Id), ~, Prolog 
Id wproc map. Y, APPEAL graphic procedure call 
The first call to widget/2 realizes the query editor shell widget and gets the 
insertion point widget identifier InsPoint. Then, the indicator knowledge base 
is asked for an indicator attribute name by sending the message attribute/2 
to the SICStus object IndName. By backtracking, the call to InsPoint widget 
attributeWidget/3 inserts the relative set of widgets inside the widget InsPoint 
for each attribute. When no more attributes for IndName are found, the second 
edidea/l clause is executed and the whole query editor window is mapped on the 
screen by calling the APPEAL  graphic procedure map. 
The use of WDL programming techniques allows us to keep the query editor 
code independent from IDEA's specific application domain. 
The above code points out how the communication between the graphical inter- 
face and the knowledge bases is performed. Knowledge bases are implemented in 
SICStus Objects, while we preferred to encapsulate the whole user interface code in 
a single SICStus module. We did not implement the user interface in SICStus Ob- 
jects because the syntax burden and the lack of an effective debugging tool would 
not have been repaid by actual advantages. Anyhow, the flexibility of SICStus 
Prolog allows us to send, when needed, messages to SICStus Objects from the user 
interface module by using the SICStus Objects operator "::" for sending messages. 
An example of the computational power of mixing Prolog, WDL,  SICStus Ob- 
jects, DCG,  and database commands within the Prolog computational model is 
represented by the following code which implements the query algorithm: 
query(QEId, IndName) "- 
read_constraints(QEId, Constraints), 
parse_constraints(Constraints, Query), 
syntactic _check(Query), 
semantic_check(Query), 
assertz (query (QEId, Query) ), 
fail. 
query(QEId, IndName) "- 
retract (query (QEId, Query)), 
IndName :: Query, 
put _ in_tmp_f i le (Query), 
fail. 
query(QEId,InclName) :- 
copy_to_ingres_rel (QEId), 
!. 
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When the user selects the interroga button of the query editor, the query/2 
predicate is called. QEId is the identifier of the query editor text widget used to 
communicate with the user and it is also taken as the query identifier. 
read const ra in ts /2  uses APPEAL graphics primitives to read the attribute 
constraints from the attribute ntry fields, parse_const ra ints /1  calls a parser 
written in DCG which returns in backtracking a set of IDEA's queries, since a query 
expressed by using the query editor can correspond to several queries to the knowl- 
edge bases, syntact ic_check/1 asks the knowledge bases for the correctness of 
attribute values. If any value is not recognized by the system, syntact ic_check/1 
fails sending messages to the editor message area. semantic_check/1 asks the 
knowledge bases for existing databases which can satisfy the query constraints, if 
this is not the case, alternative queries are proposed in backtracking to the user. 
assertz(query/2)  asserts the query in the internal Prolog database. The query 
is not immediately computed since we prefer to complete the whole input data 
checking in order to avoid partial computations. By backtracking, all queries are 
checked and asserted. 
The second query/2 clause simply send~J the query to the correct SICStus Object 
for the computation. The resulting turAes are obtained by backtracking and are 
stored in a temporary file. 
The third query/2 clause copies ~he resulting tuples in an INGRES relation by 
using predicates of the Prolog/INGRES interface provided by APPEAL [3]. 
6. THE DATA D ICT IONARY 
A data dictionary element defines a set of logical views of the fields and relations 
of a specific database. Each view codifies the knowledge needed to retrieve an 
epidemiological variable value: DBMS name, database name, relation and field 
names, access procedures, and knowledge about field codifications. It corresponds 
to an epidemiological variable description in the variable knowledge base and it 
looks like a set of Prolog clauses for the predicate value. 
A data dictionary implements each epidemiological variable view by dynam- 
ically mapping logical constraints represented by attribute values into different 
SQL queries. Phrthermore, ven though the meaning of the field content of differ- 
ent databases may coincide, their value codifications may still differ substantially. 
Therefore, a data dictionary knows how attributes are coded in the database it
interfaces and can translate attribute codifications into or from logical values. 
We have already described how an epidemiological variable is computed by send- 
ing a value message to a data dictionary element. Here we will look closely at the 
implementation f the objects that answer these messages. 
The following example shows a schema of the value predicate implementation 
in the data dictionary element called regional_populat ion. The example shows 
how the data dictionary knowledge base implements its main tasks. 
regional_population: : { 
value(population, vat (Vat), 
t ime (GraT :Time), 
place (GraP : Place), 
age (GraA : Age), 
sex (GraS : Sex) ) : - 
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Y, translate standard attr ibute values (es: Sex) into 
~. its real codi f icat ion in the database (es: CSex) 
<:solve_code(sex,  GraS,Sex, CSex) . . . .  
~, this rule can not handle aggregat ions over the sex attr ibute 
: :s ingle_value(populat ion,  sex, CSex) . . . .  
: :relation(l, t ime(Time), Rel) . . . .  
::field(l, CSex, Male0rFemale),  
/* LogicSQL query */ 
user : isql ( 
select [sum(Rel. Male0rFemale) : Var, 
place_gra. GraP : Place, 
age_gra. GraA : Age] 
from [Rel, place_gra,  age_gra] 
where [Rel.age = age_gra.year,  
Rel. cod_com = place_gra, city] 
groupby [age_gra. GraA, 
place_gra. GraP] , 
SQLQuery, 
VarList),  
: :execute_query(SQLQuery,  VarList),  
~, translate real codi f icat ion in the database (es: CSex) 
7, into standard attr ibute values (es: Sex) 
<:solve code(sex, GraS, Sex, CSex) & 
} 
A value message sent to a data dictionary must  always specify an epidemiological 
variable name, while attribute values can be left unspecified. When an attribute 
value is present, it specifies conditions that must be satisfied by the returned result. 
The epidemiological variable value is returned into an initially unbound Prolog 
variable (Var). 
For example, the computation of the epidemiological variable popu la t ion  for all 
ages and sexes in the year 1993 and in the towns whose national codes are 37006 and 
37007, can be activated by sending to the data dictionary reg iona l_popu la t ion  
the following message: 
value population, 
var (Vat), time (year : 1993), place ( city : [37006,37007] ), age (year : A), sex (sex : S) ) . 
This call uses Prolog backtracking to return all the population tuples satisfying 
the requested constraints. For example, 
value (population, 
var (8), time (year : 1993), place (city : [37006,37007] ), age (year : 0), sex ( sex :m) ). 
value (popul at i on, 
var (9), time (year : 1993), place (city : [37006,37007] ), age (year : 0), sex (sex : f ) ). 
Thanks  to the data dictionary knowledge base, all IDEA objects can interact 
with epidemiological variable values as if they were a set of Prolog facts. 
The  data dictionary takes care of all the physical details about database, relation 
and field names, about operations on fields, about access procedures to local or 
remote databases, and about codifications to and from standard attribute values. 
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The heart of a data dictionary implementation is a LogicSQL query. LogicSQL 
is a logical anguage, part of the APPEAL programming environment [11]. It allows 
one to interface SQL queries in Prolog. A LogicSQL clause has the same semantics 
of the corresponding SQL clause, with the addition of logical variables. These 
variables can be used in input or output, depending on their being ground or not 
at execution time. 
The LogicSQL query specified in the body of this value clause acts as a config- 
urable input mask which gathers, at run time, all possible pidemiological variables' 
constraints and produces the appropriate SQL query. This query, in turn, will be 
sent (execute query/2) to the appropriate database, according to the access meth- 
ods inherited by the object. 
An interesting aspect of a data dictionary object shown by the example is that 
some relation and field names in the LogicSQL query are expressed as Prolog vari- 
ables (es: Rel, Male0rFemale). These variables will be instantiated at query execu- 
tion time by calling the Prolog predicates: re la t ion /3  and f ie ld /3 .  This solution 
was adopted to solve the problem of databases whose organization does not fit the 
data logical view in the application. This is true when an epidemiological variable 
attribute does not have any direct counterpart in the database. 
For example, in the database reg iona lpopu la t ion ,  which is used to compute 
the population variable, data for different years are stored in different relations. In 
other words, the attribute t ime does not correspond to a specific database field. 
The reg iona l_popu la t ion  data dictionary must then contain a mapping between 
the logical t ime values and the corresponding database relation names. These facts 
are :  
relation(l, time(year:f991), relpop1991) 
relation(l, time(year:1992), relpop1992) & 
relation(l, time(year:f993), relpop1993) 
The computation mechanism works according to the LogicSQL data retrieval 
model: one tuple at a time is retrieved using Prolog backtracking. In our example, 
when the time attribute is left unbounded, regional_population first computes 
all the tuples derived from the first relation relpop1991. Then it backtracks over 
the relation predicate, finds the second relation fact and builds a new SQL 
query containing the next available year and relation. This process goes on until 
no more relation facts are found. 
When there is a mismatch between standard attribute values and their represen- 
tation in the database, a further problem arises in the computation of statistical 
operators, like aggregation. In our example, the sex attribute does not correspond 
to a field in the database relation. Indeed, the value of the male population is 
stored in a field called masehi, while the value of the female population is stored 
in a field called feminine. Clearly aggregation over the attribute sex could not be 
translated into a single SQL query. The solution was to exchange data with the 
IDEA knowledge basis. More specifically, we added a rule to the data dictionary 
that handles these cases by delegating them to an appropriate lement of the op- 
erator knowledge base. In these cases, statistical computations over attributes are 
thus performed in Prolog. 
Finally, the data dictionary solves the problems related to attribute granularity 
translations. Attributes often specify granularities which are not directly found in 
the database relations. A solution would be to let the database return the data 
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with its stored granularity and then perform the necessary translations (mainly 
aggregations) using the operator knowledge base. 
However, for efficiency reasons, IDEA implements his translation using SQL. 
More specifically we stored a set of internal database relations, which define the 
correspondence b tween granularity values (place_gra and age gra in the ex- 
ample). The computation of an epidemiological variable then joins the relation 
containing the variable value with relations toring granularity mappings. The 
output result (the projected field in the SQL query) for an attribute with "trans- 
lated" granularity is the field of the mapping table corresponding to the attribute 
granularity. 
7. THE REMOTE QUERY PROCESSOR AND THE 
INTERNAL DATABASE 
The databases currently used by OER are managed by different organizations, 
which use different machines and database management systems. For example, hos- 
pital discharge data and drug prescription data are managed by CINECA, which is 
the biggest university computing center in northern Italy and is located in Bologna. 
CINECA maintains OER data using the FOCUS hierarchical DBMS on an IBM 
mainframe, connected to OER with a dedicated line. Such data take several giga- 
bytes of disk space; thus only information about he most recent years is mantained 
on-line. Historical data are automatically loaded from tapes by a robotics ystem 
upon a user's request. 
On the other side, one of the mortality databases gathered by ISTAT (the Italian 
Institute of Statistics) is managed by the data processing center of Emilia Romagna 
(ARCEL), using SAS on a VMS/VAX machine, connected to OER through a local 
area network. ARCEL staff personnel mantain ISTAT mortality data, which are 
used by several regional organizations. 
Given this complex situation, the solution of statically importing all databases 
into an IDEA internal database has obviously been discarded. Data must be re- 
trieved from remote systems only if needed. However, we considered the possibility 
of storing the results of a remote query into temporary relations of a local database 
to improve further elaboration performances. We chose INGRES [5] as IDEA in- 
ternal DBMS. 
Unfortunately, querying remote DBMS may take a long time. To avoid an idle 
standby of IDEA during the computation ofa remote query, a task-dedicated mod- 
ule, called remote query processor (RQP), has been developed. 
RQP is an event-driven server: it receives requests for a remote query from the 
data dictionary, sends it to the appropriate database and organizes the returning 
data into INGRES relations. The server does not have any decisional power: the 
name of the system that must be interrogated, the SQL query that must be solved, 
and the way data must be stored in the internal database come from the data 
dictionary. RQP only knows what steps to take in order to obtain data from the 
remote system. When the job is done, it returns only the name of the INGRES 
relation where it has stored the answer. 
As we pointed out, while RQP is working or waiting for data, IDEA can perform 
other tasks, but obviously the current query cannot be computed until data become 
available. Experience has shown that this waiting time is highly undesirable and 
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prompted us for query optimizations, which have been added both in the RQP 
server and in the data dictionary. 
We made the data dictionary send to RQP, together with the SQL query to be 
solved, a logical representation f the query, which is the data dictionary va lue 
term. This Prolog term is used by a subsumption algorithm, based on unification, 
to discover if the query can be solved by using data cached in the internal database. 
For this purpose, RQP maintains a cache information table in INGRES. Each 
record of it associates the value representation f a query with the name of the 
cached table, which contains the solution data of the query. When a new variable 
computation is requested, the subsumption algorithm is activated to state not only 
whether the same query has already been solved, but also whether the needed ata 
can be retrieved from a cached relation. The Prolog unification mechanism applied 
on the value terms is a powerful tool to discover if the set of solution tuples for 
a variable request is a subset of another equest. Prolog backtracking is also used. 
In fact, RQP retrieves by backtracking the value terms from the INGRES cache 
relation each time a subsumption test fails. 
The following commented code shows how simple and concise the RQP subsump- 
tion algorithm is. 
/* ValueCache is the value representation of the cached query, 
/* ValueCurr is the value representation of the current query. 
/* example of value representation: 
/* value(population,variable(V), 
/* place(city: [bologna,modena]), age (year:[all]), sex(sex:Sex), 
time(year:f994)). 
/* Description of the algorithm: 
/* Get in backtracking the value representation of the cached query 
and state if it can be used to solve the current query. 
*/ 
get_cached_value(ValueCurr,RelName) "- 
Z LogicSQL query 
Isql(select [cache.value:ValueCache, cache.table:RelName] 
from [cache] ) , 
subsumed_value(ValueCurr, ValueCache). 
subsumed_value(ValueCurr, ValueCache):- 
the name of the variable must be the same 
ValueCurr =.. [value,VarName,variabile(_)IAttrsCurr], 
ValueCache =.. [value,VarName,variabile(_)IAttrsCache], 
Are attributes compatible? 
subsumed_alist(AttrsCurr, AttrsCache). 
subsumed_alist([], []) "- !. 
subsumed_alist([AttrCurrIAttrCurrs], [AttrCacheIAttrCaches]) "- 
the name of the attribute must be the same 
AttrCurr =.. [AttrNameCurr, GrValCurr], 
AttrCache =.. [AttrNameCache, GrValCache], 
are the attribute values compatible? 
subsumed_arg(GrValCurr, GrValCache), 
subsumed_alist(AttrCurrs, AttrCaches). 
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subsumed_arg(GranCurr:ValCurr ,  GranCache:ValCurr)  "- 
GranCurr == GranCache, ! 
subsumed_argval(ValCurr ,  ValCache). 
/* i- If ValCache is a variable, 
then each value of that attribute is present in the cached relation. 
Every ValCurr can be surely computed from the cached relation. 
*/ 
subsumed_argval(_ ,  ValCache) "- 
var (ValCache), !. 
/* 2- If ValCurr is a variable (and ValChace is bound), 
ValCurr can not be computed from the cached relation. 
*/ 
subsumed_argval(ValCurr ,  _) "- 
var(ValCurr),  !, fail. 
/* 3- If ValCurr and ValChace are identical, 
oviously ValCurr can be computed from the cached relation. 
*/ 
subsumed_argval(Val ,  Val) :- ! . 
The  data dictionary has also been improved. Sometimes, it may not be con- 
venient to select tuples from a remote database. For example, if a database is 
quite small (< 1 Mb), the communication time between the systems is longer than 
the query computation time. Futhermore, if a database is often queried during a 
session, the internal database would be fragmented into several temporary micro 
relations. To solve these problems, we gave additional knowledge to the data dic- 
tionary and let it decide whether it is better to send a selective query or retrieve 
a whole remote relation. The operational model of the data dictionary is the same 
in both cases, the only difference is the disinstantiation of all the attribute values 
in the sent query in the latter case, which allows one to locally solve every further 
query for that database. 
8. THE OUTPUT INTERFACE 
The rationale underlying the IDEA output interface design was to provide the user 
with a sufficient variety of graphic visualization tools and with the possibility of 
organizing and selecting output data accordingly to its wishes. 
Graphical visualization tools are provided by the v isua l i zat ion  package,  which 
was developed to support in an easy way the visualization of epidemiological indica- 
tors and variables in tabular or graphical form. Though developed with the IDEA 
needs in mind, it is a general purpose package that can be used even to represent 
completely different sets of data. 
As a first attempt, we evaluated the opportunity of interfacing Prolog with an 
existing public domain plotting package, such as GnuP lo t  [15] or PLPLOT 
[10]. This solution was discarded because these packages, while performing very 
well on the display of two- and three-dimensional functional or grid data, are very 
rudimentary in the representation of bar charts and offer no support at all for 
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visualizing geographical maps or representing tables, while these types of output 
were mandatory inour project. For these reasons, we decided to develop the graphic 
tools required through the use of WDL, the widget description language, previously 
introduced. The visualization package supports the following types of graphical 
output: spreadsheets (bidimensional tables), histograms (bar charts) and functions; 
pies, and geographical maps. 
The graphical objects manipulated by the visualization package are called dia- 
grams. A diagram is contained in a graphical window with a menu of selectable 
operations. All the diagrams offer a standard set of operations or methods: they 
can be created, moved, resized, printed (PostScript), and destroyed. Certain di- 
agrams also offer specific methods to configure their aspect, add graphic options, 
force the choice of a scale, and so on. 
An empty diagram of a given type is created by calling the Prolog predicate 
vp_create/3:  
vp_create(+Title, ~ diagram title (shell title) 
+Type, ~ diagram type ('spreadsheet', 
'histogram' .... ) 
-ID) ~ diagram identifier 
There also exists a predicate vp_create/7 that gives more control on the created 
diagram and allows the user to install his own menus and menu items on the 
diagram. 
Once created, the diagram must be filled with the data to be displayed. The 
predicate that does the display depends, in general, on the diagram type. 
The spreadsheets  can be directly represented with a motif row-column widget: 
This works well if the number of items in the spreadsheet does not exceed 1000 or 
so. Bigger spreadsheets are represented in textual form. 
Histograms,  functions, and pies were implemented by using the APPEAL 
picture widget, a widget offering a set of drawing primitives. 
A geographical  map is a very effective way to represent data that vary from 
place to place. This diagram can represent arbitrary geographical regions whose 
contours are expressed in the UTM (universal transverse Mercator) cylindrical co- 
ordinate system. This diagram poses important efficiency problems, because the 
amount of data needed to correctly represent a region can be greater than 1 MB. 
The Prolog I/O primitives are just too slow to manipulate such an amount of data 
each time. For this reason, and also to facilitate high-quality printing of the chart, 
we decided to directly implement this diagram in PostScript. Contour data and 
PostScript procedures required for their interpretation are kept in a set of (fixed) 
files, while only the (variable) actual calls to the procedures are produced each time 
by the Prolog program. The subset of data and procedures needed for each specific 
display can be sent directly to the printer or to a special widget able to directly 
interpret PostScript code (the ghostview idget) for a direct visualization. 
The configuration tools of the output interface one allows are to organize, display, 
and compare different data representations and organizations without having to 
repeat he whole computation of an indicator (variable). This means that the com- 
putational process is split into two phases: in the first phase the indicator (variable) 
is computed and the results produced are stored internally in a temporary INGRES 
relation (see Section 5). In the second phase such results can be organized and ma- 
nipulated through the output interface in different ways. This mode of operation 
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the output configuration panel. 
has the advantage that the computationally intensive phase (the first) is done only 
once, while different output forms can be produced with little additional cost. 
The user can select the desired output type (histogram, pie, geographic map, 
...) by means of an output configuration panel (Figure 4). The panel autoconfigures 
itself according to the knowledge bases and the current content of the query editor. 
This assures that a default output for a given query always exists: the user can 
always press the Display button to obtain a meaningful visualization of the query 
values without the need for any further configuration. 
In general, however, the default output is too generic or undesirable for various 
reasons, and in this case the user may interact with the configuration panel in order 
to select another output type or organize the attribute values in a different way. 
The default ordering of the query attributes coincides with the extraction order of 
the tuples from DB tables: this can be easily changed through the configuration 
panel. The user can also sort the result values in ascending or descending order, 
discard values under or over a cut value and so on. 
The available IDEA output types are those offered by the visualization pack- 
age, that is tables, histograms (Figure 4), functions, pies, and geographical maps 
(Figure 5). The configuration parameters needed by maps are very specific; they 
require the implementation of a particular map configuration panel (Figure 5). 
This panel allows the user to choose the main geographic area that he wishes to 
display. He can also select interactively the number of color ranges that will appear 
in the map and the numeric thresholds for those ranges: all the areas having the 
value in the same range will be filled with the same color. The user can also 
force (and remove) the display of the names of the geographical entities, of the 
administrative boundaries, and so on. 
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The output of phase i (indicator values) was stored, in the first implementation f 
the system, in the internal Prolog database, by using the predicates recorda/recordz. 
This solution lead us into troubles due to the size of the output, and produces an 
unacceptable growth of the memory size allocated to the process. The solution 
was also unsatisfactory because most of the times the ordering and selection op- 
eration acting on stored values were necessarily done to access the Prolog facts in 
sequential way. 
The solution to this problem was to store the results of the queries in temporary 
files. We can directly call the INGRES copy routine that loads the file content 
into a database table: this operation is very fast and the problem of memory size 
is radically solved. The table can now be directly manipulated with LogicSQL to 
extract he required columns, order them, and cut unwanted values in a simple and 
efficient way. 
The following code fragment shows how an operation of data ordering and cutting 
is done by the output interface: 
qi_query(Table, List) "- 
recorded(Table, options (0rderAttrList, Cut i, Cut2), _), 
lsql(select List from [Table] Y, LogicSQL call 
where [Table.value >= Curl, Table.value =< Cut2] 
orderby [0rderAttrList]), 
display output (List). 
First of all, qi_query retrieves Prolog facts storing the choices performed by the 
user in the configuration panel, then executes a LogicSQL query for extracting data 
from the INGRES temporary relation Table in the order specified by 0rderAt t rL i s t  
and cutting values under Cutl and over Cut2. The output parameter L i s t  contains 
values returned by the LogicSQL query and is used by the predicate d i sp lay  output  
that produces the graphical output selected by the user. 
As the previous example shows, the LogicSQL language is structurally similar to 
SQL and allows SQL queries to be expressed in a flexible way: query parameters are 
expressed by logical variables that can be used both as input or output parameters 
depending on whether they are instantiated or not at run time. 
9. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
The availability of IDEA brought an immediate improvement to OER epidemiol- 
ogists, as shown in Figure 6. They were able to compute many new indicators 
that, before the advent of IDEA, would have required too much time to obtain. In 
fact, it was at times difficult to validate the system, since many of the test results 
produced had never been computed before at OER. 
A significant est of IDEA time-saving capabilities took place when the Re- 
gional Government, following a national guideline, decided to introduce a new, 
more efficient partition of the regional territory into health districts. A couple of 
experimental partitions were proposed. In IDEA, these new partitions were simply 
represented as two new granularities for the p lace attribute. Their insertion in 
the knowledge bases and in INGRES took approximately one afternoon. Then, 
all variables and indicators known to the system could be computed using these 
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F IGURE 6. The epidemiologist gets a new life. 
new granularities without writing a single extra line of code. In a couple of days, 
indicator reports on both partitions were on the Health Minister's table. 
At the end of 1994, OER asked us to test IDEA with benchmark indicators 
to individuate possible sources of inefficiency. We made IDEA compute about 30 
benchmark indicators analyzing the time taken by each computational phase. We 
were quite surprised when we discovered that the average share of Prolog computa- 
tion time was about 20% of the whole computation time. Instead, we had efficiency 
problems when the internal DBMS computed complex SQL queries involving joins 
with granularity tables. We have partially solved this problems by breaking gran- 
ularity tables in smaller relations. As a consequence, we had to implement a more 
sophisticated mechanism of SQL query generation in the data dictionary. 
A second phase of the project is about to start. We think that our implementa- 
tion, based on object-oriented knowledge representation, inference rules and logic 
programming, will make the addition of data analysis and interpretation to the 
system easier to conceive, design, and implement. 
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APPENDIX  A. S ICSTUS OBJECTS 
SICStus Objects is an object-oriented xtension of SICStus Prolog. It is based on 
the OO notions of prototype and delegation. A prototype is an object that represents 
a typical behavior. It can be used as is or to construct other objects that share 
some of the knowledge stored in the prototypical object. These specialized objects 
can themselves become prototypes used to construct other objects and so forth. 
The basic mechanism for sharing knowledge is delegation, by which an object can 
forward a message to other prototypes to invoke a more general behavior on behalf 
of the sender. 
In SICStus Objects, an object is a named collection of Prolog predicate defini- 
tions, which are called methods. Objects have a specific syntax as Prolog terms and 
can be loaded and expanded into Prolog code. An objects has the following form: 
object-identifier: : 
{ 
sentence 
sentence & 
sentence 
} 
where object-identifier can be either an atom or a Prolog term with logical 
variables. Sentences define methods inside the object. A method is a Prolog 
predicate defined by one or more clauses. 
Thus, methods can be nondeterminately defined and alternative answers can be 
retrieved through backtracking. Furthermore, some of the methods defined for an 
object need not be stored explicitly within the object, but can be inherited by super 
objects or retrieved by delegation from other objects. 
For these purposes, SICStus Objects introduces a set of nonstandard Prolog 
operators. The most important are: 
: :message sends the message message to a method that can be defined locally 
in the object. 
<:message delegates the message message to a method that can be defined 
locally in the object. 
ob jec t :  :message sends the message message to the object ob ject .  
ob ject< :message delegates the message message to the object ob ject .  
The difference between sending and delegating is that when sending a message, 
self is set to the recipient of the message, while when a message is delegated, self is 
left unchanged. 
APPENDIX  B. THE WIDGET DESCRIPT ION LANGUAGES 
IDEA has been implemented using the APPEAL environment. APPEAL provides a
logical anguage, called widget description language, which allows one to specify and 
manipulate X-window objects in a declarative way. Furthermore, objects described 
by the WDL can be simply used as building blocks to compose more complex 
objects. The APPEAL interface gives full access to the functionalities of the X- 
window system at the toolkit level and allows the use of any available toolkit. 
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In WDL patterns of widgets may be described as a single Prolog term, called 
widget structure description term (WSDT). In a WSDT term we have a correspon- 
dence between subterms and widgets, where each subterm describes the attributes 
of a widget, while the subterm hierarchy reflects the hierarchical structure of the 
widget tree. 
A WDL description of a widget structure is transformed by the WDL compiler in 
the procedural sequence of calls to the intrinsics routines, which actually build the 
widgets. This compilation occurs automatically when the code is loaded, using the 
"term_expansion" hook provided by any standard Prolog. No performance penalty 
is thus paid for the use of WDL: On the contrary, since the WDL compiler performs 
type checking and conversions on widget resources, and builds the structures to be 
passed to intrinsics calls at compile time, the resulting code is optimized and allows 
fast instantiation of the new widget structure. 
We will show here a simple example of widget definition (motif), which gives 
you a flavor of the language. The example opens a shell widget with a label saying 
"hello world" in it. This is the WDL code: 
shell widget hello :- 
S = applicationShell / title(hi) - 
[ xmLabel/[labelString( 'hello world' )J ] . 
The header of the widget declaration specifies that the widget definition refers 
to a top-level widget shell whose type name is hello. The right hand side of the 
rule is the Prolog term which defines the widget structure. To map the widget, the 
goal shell widget hello should be called. 
The following example is similar to the previous one, except that the widget 
contains an active PushButton widget instead of a passive Label widget. 
shell widget goodbye :- 
S = applicationShell / title('Bye') - 
[ 
xmPushButt on / 
[ labelString('Goodbye cruel world! '), 
activateCallback(goal(S wproc destroy) ) ] 
]. 
The activateCallback attribute for a command widget specifies a Prolog goal 
which is activated when the command button is clicked with the mouse. The 
APPEAL-Pro log goal S wproc destroy will be executed, with the variable S in- 
stantiated to the application shell ID. The effect is that the widget will self-destruct. 
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